
To Restore Hair - Hair, when removed by illness or old age, has 
been restored by the following simple means; though they are not 
likely to prove efficacious in all cases. Rub the bald places 
frequently with an onion.

Toothache - A correspondent (to whom we are obliged) strongly recommends the following 
simple remedy for toothache, from her own experience of its benefit. It is simply two or three 
drops of oil of juniper used every morning on the toothbrush after washing the teeth. We may 
say here that we are always very glad to receive receipts tested by correspondents. 

A Hint For Washing Day - A little pipe-clay dissolved in the water employed in washing will clean the 
dirtiest linen thoroughly, with about one -half the labor, and full one -half less soap. Besides, the cloths 
will be improved in color.

Preparation of Sap-Green - Make a strong solution or extract of unripe blackberries, or any other plant 
yielding a green juice; subject it to evaporation at a very low heat. When the liquid has become as thick 
as molasses, pour it into a mould and expose it to the heat of the sun, or of a slow oven; the rest of the 
watery particles will slowly evaporate, and leave a cake of sap -green.

To Change Blue to Green: Pour a little of the infusion of violets into a wineglass, and add to it a few 
drops of the solution of potash or soda, when it will be changed to a beautiful green. Alkalies change 
most of the vegetable colors.
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Bran Tea - A very cheap and useful drink in colds, fevers, and 
restlessness from pain. Put a handful of bran in a pint and a half of 
cold water, let it boil half an hour or more, then strain, and, if 
desired, flavor with sugar or lemon juice; but it is a pleasant drink 
without any addition. The bran when strained will serve as food for 
rabbits, chickens, and pigs.
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The Virtues of Parsley - Two physicians of Paris have published a very important memoir, the object of 
which is to make known the immense resources which the healijng art may draw from the seed of 
parsley. This common indigenous plant possesses incontestable febrifuge properties; the decoction of 
its seed may be substituted for that of cinchona, and the active principle which has been drawn from it, 
and which they designate under the name of apiol, is equivalent to quinine in the treatment of the local 
intermittent fevers.

A Preserver of Youth and Beauty More Valuable Than Any Cosmetic - A subscriber in King William 
County, Virginia, writes: "Mrs. ___ describes herself as a lady thirty years old; but you will find her name 
as Miss ____ on your subscription book since 1830. Of course, she must be a good deal older than thirty 
years, but she does not look so. Her good looks and youthful appearance I ascribe to her having 
continued so long as a subscriber to the 'Book," and having punctually paid for the same."

This last point we should like our subscribers to particularly note, and if they wish to preserve their 
youthful appearance and good looks, let all those who owe us promptly remit for those bills which we 
sent in our June number.
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